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ABSTRACT

We des ribe a te hnique for automati ally proving ompiler
optimizations sound, meaning that their transformations are
always semanti s-preserving. We rst present a domainspe i language, alled Cobalt, for implementing optimizations as guarded rewrite rules. Cobalt optimizations operate
over a C-like intermediate representation in luding unstru tured ontrol ow, pointers to lo al variables and dynamially allo ated memory, and re ursive pro edures. Then we
des ribe a te hnique for automati ally proving the soundness of Cobalt optimizations. Our te hnique requires an automati theorem prover to dis harge a small set of simple,
optimization-spe i proof obligations for ea h optimization. We have written a variety of forward and ba kward
intrapro edural data ow optimizations in Cobalt, in luding onstant propagation and folding, bran h folding, full
and partial redundan y elimination, full and partial dead
assignment elimination, and simple forms of points-to analysis. We implemented our soundness- he king strategy using
the Simplify automati theorem prover, and we have used
this implementation to automati ally prove our optimizations orre t. Our he ker found many subtle bugs during
the ourse of developing our optimizations. We also implemented an exe ution engine for Cobalt optimizations as part
of the Whirlwind ompiler infrastru ture.
Categories and Subject Descriptors

D.2.4 [Software Engineering℄: Software/Program Veriation { orre tness proofs, reliability, validation; D.3.4
[Programming Languages℄: Pro essors { ompilers, optimization; F.3.1 [Logi s and Meanings of Programs℄:
Spe ifying and Verifying and Reasoning about Programs {
me hani al veri ation
General Terms

Reliability, languages, veri ation.
Keywords

Compiler optimization, automated orre tness proofs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Compilers are an important part of the infrastru ture relied upon by programmers. If a ompiler is faulty, then
so are potentially all programs ompiled with it. Unfortunately, ompiler errors an be diÆ ult for programmers to
dete t and debug. First, be ause the ompiler's output annot be easily inspe ted, problems an often be found only
by running a ompiled program. Se ond, the ompiler may
appear to be orre t over many runs, with a problem only
manifesting itself when a parti ular ompiled program is run
with a parti ular input. Finally, when a problem does appear, it an be diÆ ult to determine whether it is an error
in the ompiler or in the sour e program that was ompiled.
For these reasons, it is very useful to develop tools and
te hniques that give ompiler developers and programmers
on den e in their ompilers. One way to gain on den e in
the orre tness of a ompiler is to run it on various programs
and he k that the optimized version of ea h program produ es orre t results on various inputs. While this method
an in rease on den e, it annot provide any guarantees:
it does not guarantee the absen e of bugs in the ompiler,
nor does it even guarantee that any one parti ular optimized
program is orre t on all inputs. It also an be tedious to
assemble an extensive test suite of programs and program
inputs.
Translation validation [26, 20℄ and redible ompilation [28, 27℄ improve on this testing approa h by automati ally he king whether or not the optimized version of an
input program is semanti ally equivalent to the original program. These te hniques an therefore guarantee the orre tness of ertain optimized programs, but the ompiler itself is
still not guaranteed to be bug-free: there may exist programs
for whi h the ompiler produ es in orre t output. There is
little re ourse for a programmer if a ompiled program annot be validated. Furthermore, these approa hes an have
a substantial impa t on the time to run an optimization.
The best solution would be to prove the ompiler sound,
meaning that for any input program, the ompiler always
produ es an equivalent output program. Optimizations, and
sometimes even omplete ompilers, have been proven sound
by hand [1, 2, 16, 14, 8, 24, 3, 11℄. However, manually proving large parts of a ompiler sound requires a lot of e ort
and theoreti al skill on the part of the ompiler writer. In
addition, these proofs are usually done for optimizations as
written on paper, and bugs may still arise when the algorithms are implemented from the paper spe i ation.
We present a new te hnique for proving the soundness
of ompiler optimizations that ombines the bene ts from

the last two approa hes: our approa h is fully automated,
as in redible ompilers and translation validation, but it
also proves optimizations orre t on e and for all, for any
input program. We a hieve this goal by providing the ompiler writer with a domain-spe i language for implementing optimizations that is both exible enough to express a
variety of optimizations and amenable to automated orre tness reasoning.
The main ontributions of this paper are as follows:
We present a language, alled Cobalt, for de ning optimizations over programs expressed in a C-like intermediate language in luding unstru tured ontrol ow,
pointers to lo al variables and dynami ally allo ated
memory, and re ursive pro edures. To implement an
optimization (i.e., an analysis plus a ode transformation), users provide a rewrite rule along with a
guard des ribing the onditions that must hold for the
rule to be triggered at some node of an input program's ontrol- ow graph (CFG). The optimization
also in ludes a small predi ate over program states,
whi h aptures the key \insight" behind the optimization that justi es its orre tness. Cobalt also allows
users to express pure analyses, su h as pointer analysis.
Pure analyses an be used both to verify properties of
interest about a program and to provide information to
be onsumed by later transformations. Optimizations
and pure analyses written in Cobalt are dire tly exeutable by a spe ial data ow analysis engine written
for this purpose; they do not need to be reimplemented
in a di erent language to be run.
We have used Cobalt to express a variety of intraproedural forward and ba kward data ow optimizations,
in luding onstant propagation and folding, opy propagation, ommon subexpression elimination, bran h
folding, partial redundan y elimination, partial dead
assignment elimination, and loop-invariant ode motion. We have also used Cobalt to express several simple intrapro edural pointer analyses, whose results we
exploited in the above optimizations.
We present a strategy for automati ally proving the
soundness of optimizations and analyses expressed in
Cobalt. The strategy requires an automati theorem
prover to dis harge a small set of proof obligations for
ea h optimization. We have manually proven that if
these obligations hold for any parti ular optimization,
then that optimization is sound. The manual proof
takes are of the ne essary indu tion over program exe ution tra es, whi h is diÆ ult to automate. As a
result, the automati theorem prover is given only nonindu tive theorems to prove about individual program
states.
We have implemented our orre tness he king strategy using Simplify [31, 23℄, the automati theorem prover used in the Extended Stati Che ker for
Java [6℄. We have written a general set of axioms
that are used by Simplify to automati ally dis harge
the optimization-spe i proof obligations generated
by our strategy. The axioms simply en ode the semanti s of programs in our intermediate language. New optimization programs an be written and proven sound








without requiring any modi ations to Simplify's axiom set.
We have used our orre tness he ker to automati ally
prove orre t all of the optimizations and pure analyses listed above. The orre tness he ker un overed a
number of subtle problems with earlier versions of our
optimizations that might have eluded manual testing
for a long time.
We have implemented an exe ution engine for Cobalt
optimizations as part of the Whirlwind ompiler infrastru ture, and we have used it to su essfully exe ute
all of our optimizations.
By providing greater on den e in the orre tness of ompiler optimizations, we hope to provide a foundation for extensible ompilers. An extensible ompiler would allow users
to in lude new optimizations tailored to their appli ations or
domains of interest. The extensible ompiler an prote t itself from buggy user optimizations by verifying their orre tness using our strategy; any bugs in the resulting extended
ompiler an be blamed on other aspe ts of the ompiler's
implementation, not on the user's optimizations. Extensible
ompilers ould also be a good vehi le for resear h into new
ompiler optimizations.
The next se tion introdu es Cobalt by example and
sket hes our strategy for automati ally proving soundness
of Cobalt optimizations. Se tions 3 and 4 formally de ne
Cobalt and our automati proof strategy, respe tively. Se tion 5 dis usses our implementation of Cobalt's exe ution
engine and orre tness he ker. Se tion 6 evaluates our
work, and se tion 7 dis usses future work. Se tion 8 des ribes related work, and se tion 9 o ers our on lusions.




2. OVERVIEW

In this se tion, we informally des ribe Cobalt and our
te hnique for proving Cobalt optimizations sound through
a number of examples. A ompanion te hni al report [13℄
ontains the omplete de nitions of all the optimizations
and analyses we have written in Cobalt.

2.1 Forward Transformation Patterns
2.1.1 Semantics

The heart of a Cobalt optimization is its transformation
For a forward optimization, a transformation pattern has the following form:
pattern.
1

followed by

2

until

s

)

s0

with witness

P

A transformation pattern des ribes the onditions under
whi h a statement s may be transformed to s . The formulas
1 and 2 , whi h are properties of a statement su h as \x
is de ned and y is not used," together a t as the guard
indi ating when it is legal to perform this transformation: s
an be transformed to s if on all paths in the CFG from the
start of the pro edure being optimized to s, there exists a
statement satisfying 1 , followed by zero or more statements
satisfying 2 , followed by s. Figure 1 shows this s enario
pi torially.
Forward transformation patterns odify a s enario ommon to many forward data ow analyses: an enabling statement establishes the onditions ne essary for a transformation to be performed downstream, and any intervening statements are inno uous, i.e., do not invalidate the onditions.
0

0

paths in the CFG

2.1.2 Soundness

boundary where
ψ 1 holds

A transformation pattern is sound, i.e., orre t, if all the
transformations it allows are semanti s-preserving. Forward
transformation patterns have a natural approa h for understanding their soundness. Consider a statement s transformed to s . Any exe ution tra e of the pro edure that
ontains s will at some point exe ute an enabling statement,
followed by zero or more inno uous statements, before rea hing s . As mentioned earlier, exe uting the enabling statement establishes some onditions at the subsequent state
of exe ution. These onditions are then preserved by the
inno uous statements. Finally, the onditions imply that s
and s have the same e e t at the point where s is exe uted.
As a result, the original program and the transformed program have the same semanti s.
Our automati strategy for proving optimizations sound
is based on the above intuition. As part of the ode for a forward transformation pattern, optimization writers provide a
forward witness , whi h is a (possibly rst-order) predi ate
over an exe ution state, denoted . The witness plays the
role of the onditions mentioned in the previous paragraph
and is the intuitive reason why the transformation pattern
is orre t. Our strategy attempts to prove that the witness
is established by the enabling statement and preserved by
the inno uous statements,
and that it implies that s and s
have the same e e t.1 We all the region of an exe ution
tra e between the enabling statement and the transformed
statement the witnessing region. In gure 1, the part of a
tra e that is inside the shaded area is its witnessing region.
In example 1, the forward witness (Y ) = C denotes the
fa t that the value of Y in exe ution state  is C . Our implementation proves automati ally that the witness (Y ) = C
is established by the statement Y := C , preserved by statements that do not modify the ontents of Y , and implies that
X := Y and X := C have the same e e t. Therefore, the
onstant propagation transformation pattern is automatially proven to be sound.
0

0

region where
ψ 2 holds

0

0

statement s

CFG paths leading to a statement s whi h an be
transformed to s by the transformation pattern 1 followed
by 2 until s
s with witness . The shaded region
an only be entered through a statement satisfying 1 , and
all statements within the region satisfy 2 . The statement
s an only be rea hed by rst passing through this shaded
region.

Figure 1:

0

)

0

P

The formula 1 aptures the properties that make a statement enabling, and 2 aptures the properties that make a
statement inno uous. The witness aptures the onditions
established by the enabling statement that allow the transformation to be safely performed. Witnesses have no e e t
on the semanti s of an optimization; they will be dis ussed
more below in the ontext of our strategy for automati ally
proving optimizations sound.
P

Example 1. A simple form of onstant propagation repla es statements of the form X := Y with X := C if there
is an earlier (enabling) statement of the form Y := C and
ea h intervening (inno uous) statement does not modify Y .
The enabling statement ensures that variable Y holds the
value C , and this ondition is not invalidated by the inno uous statements, thereby allowing the transformation to be
safely performed downstream. This sequen e of events is expressed by the following transformation pattern (the witness
is dis ussed in more detail in se tion 2.1.2):
stmt (Y

:= C )
mayDef (Y )
until
X := Y
X := C
with witness
 (Y ) = C

followed by
:

)

The \pattern variables" X and Y may be instantiated with
any variables of the pro edure being optimized, while the pattern variable C may be instantiated with onstants in the
pro edure.

0

P

0

2.1.3 Labels

Ea h node in a pro edure's CFG is labeled with properties that are true at that node, su h as stmt (x := 5) or
mayDef (y). The formulas 1 and 2 in an optimization are
boolean expressions over these labels.
Users an de ne a new kind of label by giving a predi ate
over a statement, referred to in the predi ate's body using
the distinguished variable urrStmt. As a trivial example,
the stmt (S ) label, whi h denotes that the statement at the
urrent node is S , an be de ned as:
stmt (S ) , urrStmt = S
As another example, synta ti Def (Y ), whi h stands for
synta ti de nition of Y , an be de ned as:
synta ti Def (Y ) , ase urrStmt of
de l X
Z
X =Y
X := . . . Z
X =Y
)

else
end ase

)

Z)

false

The label synta ti Def (Y ) holds at a node if and only if the
urrent statement is a de laration of or an assignment to

1 The orre tness of our approa h does not depend on the orre tness
of the witness, sin e our approa h independently veri es that the
witness has the required properties.

Y . The \ ase" predi ate is a onvenien e that provides a
form of pattern mat hing, but it is easily desugared into an
ordinary logi al expression. Similarly, pattern variables and
ellipses get desugared into ordinary quanti ed variables.
Given the de nition of synta ti Def , a onservative version of the mayDef label from example 1 an be de ned
as:
mayDef (Y ) , ase urrStmt of
X := Z
Z
true
X := P (Z ) Z
true
else
Z
synta ti Def (Y )


)

)

)

end ase

In other words, a statement may de ne variable Y if the
statement is either a pointer store (sin e our intermediate
language allows taking the address of a lo al variable), a
pro edure all (sin e the pro edure may be passed pointers
from whi h the address of Y is rea hable), or otherwise a
synta ti de nition of Y .
In addition to de ning labels using predi ates, users an
also de ne labels using the results of an analysis. Se tion 2.4
shows how su h labels are de ned and how they an be used
to make mayDef less onservative in the fa e of pointers.
2.2 Backward Transformation Patterns

A ba kward transformation pattern is similar to a forward one, ex ept that the dire tion of the ow of analysis is
reversed:
1

pre eded by

sin e

2

s

)

s0

with witness

P

The ba kward transformation pattern above says that s may
be transformed to s if on all paths in the CFG from s to the
end of the pro edure, there exists a statement satisfying 1 ,
pre eded by zero or more statements satisfying 2 , pre eded
by s. The witnessing region of a program exe ution tra e
onsists of the states between the transformed statement and
the statement satisfying 1 ; is alled a ba kward witness.
As with forward transformation patterns, the ba kward
witness plays the role of an invariant in the witnessing region. However, in a ba kward transformation the witnessing region o urs after, rather than before, the point where
the transformed statement has been exe uted. Therefore,
in general a ba kward witness must be a predi ate that relates two exe ution states old and new , representing orresponding exe ution states in the witnessing region of tra es
in the original and transformed programs. Our automati
proof strategy attempts to prove that the ba kward witness
is established by the transformation and preserved by the
inno uous states. Finally, we prove that after the enabling
statement is exe uted, the witness implies that the original
and transformed exe ution states be ome identi al, implying that the transformation is semanti s-preserving.
0

P

Example 2. Dead assignment elimination may be implemented in Cobalt by the following ba kward transformation
pattern:
(stmt (X := : : :) _ stmt (return : : :)) ^ :mayUse (X )
pre eded by
:mayUse (X )
sin e
X

:= E

)

with witness
old =X

skip

= new =X

We express statement removal by repla ement with a skip
statement.2 The removal of X := E is enabled by either a
later assignment to X or a return statement, whi h signals
the end of the pro edure. Pre eding statements are inno uous
if they don't use the ontents of X .
The ba kward witness old =X = new =X says that old and
new are equal \up to" X : orresponding states in the witnessing region of the original and transformed programs are
identi al ex ept for the ontents of variable X . This invariant is established by the removal of X := E and preserved
throughout the region be ause X is not used. The witness implies that a rede nition of X or a return statement auses
the exe ution states of the two tra es to be ome identi al.
2.3 Profitability Heuristics

If an optimization's transformation pattern is proven
sound, then it is legal to transform all mat hing o urren es
of that pattern. For some optimizations, in luding our two
examples above, all legal transformations are also pro table.
However, in more omplex optimizations, su h as ode motion and optimizations that trade o time and spa e, many
transformations may preserve program behavior while only
a small subset of them improve the ode. To address this
distin tion between legality and pro tability, an optimization is written in two pie es. The transformation pattern
de nes only whi h transformations are legal. An optimization separately des ribes whi h of the legal transformations
are also pro table and should be performed; we all this
se ond pie e of an optimization its pro tability heuristi .
An optimization's pro tability heuristi is expressed via a
hoose fun tion, whi h an be arbitrarily omplex and written in a language of the user's hoi e. Given the set  of
the legal transformations determined by the transformation
pattern, and given the pro edure being optimized, hoose
returns the subset of the transformations in  that should
a tually be performed. A omplete optimization in Cobalt
therefore has the following form, where Opat is a transformation pattern:
Opat

ltered through hoose

This way of fa toring optimizations into a transformation
pattern and a pro tability heuristi is riti al to our ability to prove optimizations sound automati ally, sin e only
an optimization's transformation pattern a e ts soundness.
Transformation patterns tend to be simple even for ompli ated optimizations, with the bulk of an optimization's
omplexity pertaining to pro tability. Pro tability heuristi s an be written in any language, thereby removing any
limitations on their expressiveness. Without pro tability
heuristi s, the extra omplexity added to guards to express
pro tability information would prevent automated orre tness reasoning.
For the onstant propagation and dead assignment elimination optimizations shown earlier, the hoose fun tion returns all instan es: hoose all (; p) = . This pro tability
heuristi is the default if none is spe i ed expli itly. Below we give an example of an optimization with a nontrivial
hoose fun tion.
Example 3. Consider the implementation of partial redundan y elimination (PRE) [15, 10℄ in Cobalt. One way to
2

An exe ution engine for optimizations would not a tually insert su h
s.

skip

perform PRE is to rst insert opies of statements in wellhosen pla es in order to onvert partial redundan ies into
full redundan ies, and then to eliminate the full redundanies by running a standard ommon subexpression elimination (CSE) optimization expressible in Cobalt. For example,
in the following ode fragment, the omputation x := a + b
at the end is partially redundant, sin e it is redundant only
when the true leg of the bran h is exe uted:
b := ...;
if (...) {
a := ...;
x := a + b;
} else {
... // don't define a, b, or x, and don't use x.
}
x := a + b;

This partial redundan y an be eliminated by making a opy
of the assignment x := a + b in the false leg of the bran h.
Now the assignment after the bran h is fully redundant and
an be removed by running CSE followed by self-assignment
removal (removing assignments of the form x := x).
The riterion that determines when it is legal to dupliate a statement is relatively simple. Most of the omplexity
in PRE involves determining whi h of the many legal dupli ations are pro table, so that partial redundan ies will be
onverted to full redundan ies at minimum ost. The rst,
\ ode dupli ation" pass of PRE an be expressed in Cobalt
as the following ba kward optimization:
stmt (X := E ) ^ :mayUse (X )

2.4 Pure Analyses

In addition to optimizations, Cobalt allows users to write
pure analyses that do not perform transformations. These
analyses an be used to ompute or verify properties of interest about a pro edure and to provide information to be
onsumed by later transformations. A pure analysis de nes
a new label, and the result of the analysis is a labeling of
the given CFG. The new label an then be used by other
analyses, optimizations, or label de nitions.
A forward pure analysis is similar to a forward optimization, ex ept that it does not ontain a rewrite rule or a
pro tability heuristi . Instead, it has a de nes lause that
gives a name to the new label. A forward pure analysis has
the form
1

followed by

2

de nes label with witness

P

The new label an be added to a statement s if on all
paths to s, there exists an (enabling) statement satisfying
1 , followed by zero or more (inno uous) statements satisfying 2 , followed by s. The given forward witness should be
established by the enabling statement and preserved by the
inno uous statements. If so, the witness provides the new
label's meaning: if a statement s has label label, then the
orresponding witness is true of the program state just
before exe ution of s.
The following example shows how a pure analysis an be
used to ompute a simple form of pointer information:
Example 4. We say that a variable is tainted at a program point if its address may have been taken prior to
P

pre eded by

that program point. The following pure analysis de nes the
notTainted label:

sin e

followed by

un hanged (E ) ^ :mayDef (X ) ^ :mayUse (X )

skip

)

X

with witness
old =X

:= E

= new =X

ltered through
:::

stmt (de l X )

stmt (: : : := &X )

:

de nes

notTainted (X )

with witness

notPointedTo (X;  )

Analogous to statement removal, we express statement
insertion as repla ement of a skip statement.3 The label
un hanged (E ) is de ned (by the optimization writer, as des ribed in se tion 2.1.3) to be true at a statement s if s does
not rede ne the ontents of any variable mentioned in E .
The transformation pattern for ode dupli ation allows the
insertion if, on all paths in the CFG from the skip, X := E
is pre eded by statements that do not modify E and X and do
not use X , whi h are pre eded by the skip. In the ode fragment above, the transformation pattern allows x:= a + b to
be dupli ated in the else bran h, as well as other (unprofitable) dupli ations. This optimization's hoose fun tion is
responsible for sele ting those legal ode insertions that also
are the latest ones that turn all partial redundan ies into full
redundan ies and do not introdu e any partially dead omputations. This ondition is rather ompli ated, but it an
be implemented in a language of the user's hoi e and an
be ignored when verifying the soundness of PRE.

The analysis says that a variable is not tainted at a statement if on all paths leading to that statement, the variable
was de lared, and then its address was never taken. The witness notPointedTo (X;  ) is a rst-order predi ate de ned by
the user that holds when no memory lo ation in  ontains
a pointer to X .
The notTainted label an be used to de ne a more pre ise
version of the mayDef label from earlier examples, whi h
in orporates the fa t that pointer stores and pro edure alls
annot a e t variables that are not tainted:
mayDef (Y ) ,
ase urrStmt of
X := Z
Z) :notTainted (Y )
X := P (Z ) Z) X = Y _ :notTainted (Y )
else
Z) synta ti Def (Y )
end ase
With this new de nition, optimizations using mayDef beome less onservative in the fa e of pointer stores and alls.

An exe ution engine for optimizations would on eptually insert
s dynami ally as needed to perform insertions.

Cobalt urrently has no notion of ba kward pure analyses.
Although we anti ipate no te hni al barrier to introdu ing

3

skip

This fun tion a ts like  ex ept when the statement to be
exe uted is a pro edure all. In that ase, ,  steps \over"
the all, returning the program state that will eventually be
rea hed when ontrol returns to the alling pro edure.
We model run-time errors through the absen e of state
transitions: if in some state  program exe ution would fail
with a run-time error, there won't be any  su h that  
 is true. Likewise, if a pro edure all does not return
su essfully, e.g., be ause of in nite re ursion, there won't
be any  su h that  ,   is true.

su h a notion, additional me hanisms would be required in
order to de ne the semanti s of a label introdu ed by a ba kward analysis. So far we have not en ountered a need for
ba kward analyses.
Cobalt also urrently only allows the results of a forward
analysis to be used in a forward optimization, or in another
forward analysis. Allowing a forward analysis to be used in a
ba kward optimization may result in interferen e, whereby
a transformation triggered by the ba kward optimization
invalidates the results of the forward analysis. This issue is
dis ussed in more detail in se tion 4.1.

!
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0
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3.2 Cobalt

This se tion provides a formal de nition of Cobalt and of
the intermediate language that Cobalt optimizations manipulate. The full formal details an be found in our te hni al
report [13℄.

In this se tion, we rst spe ify the syntax of a rewrite
rule's original and transformed statements s and s . Then
we de ne the syntax used for expressing 1 and 2 . Finally,
we provide the semanti s of optimizations. The witness
does not a e t the (dynami ) semanti s of optimizations.

3.1 Intermediate Language

3.2.1 Syntax of s and s0

3.

COBALT

A program  in our (untyped) intermediate language is
des ribed by the following grammar:
Progs
 ::= pr : : : pr
Pro s
pr ::= p (x) s; : : : ; s;
Stmts
s ::= de l x skip lhs := e x := new
x := p (b) if b goto  else 
return x
Exprs
e ::= b x &x op b : : : b
Lo atables
lhs ::= x x
Base Exprs
b ::= x
Ops
op ::= various operators with arity 1
Vars
x ::= x y z : : :
Pro Names p ::= p q r : : :
Consts
::= onstants
Indi es
 ::= 0 1 2 : : :
A program  is a sequen e of pro edures, and ea h pro edure
is a sequen e of statements. We assume a distinguished proedure named main. Statements in lude lo al variable de larations, assignments to lo al variables and through pointers, heap memory allo ation, pro edure alls and returns,
and onditional bran hes (un onditional bran hes an be
simulated with onditional bran hes). We assume that no
pro edure de lares the same lo al variable more than on e.
We assume that ea h pro edure ends with a return statement. Statements are indexed onse utively from 0, and
stmtAt (; ) returns the statement with index  in  . Expressions in lude onstants, lo al variable referen es, pointer
dereferen es, taking the addresses of lo al variables, and nary operators over non-pointer values.
A state of exe ution of a program is a tuple  =
(; ; ; ; ). The index  indi ates whi h statement is
about to be exe uted. The environment  is a map from
variables in s ope to their lo ations in memory, and the store
 des ribes the ontents of memory by mapping lo ations to
values ( onstants and lo ations). The dynami all hain is
represented by a sta k , and is the memory allo ator,
whi h returns fresh lo ations as needed.
The states of a program  transition a ording to the state
transition fun tion  . We denote by    the fa t that
 is the program state that is \stepped to" when exe ution
pro eeds from state . The de nition of  is standard
and is given in our a ompanying te hni al report [13℄. We
also de ne an intrapro edural state transition fun tion ,  .
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Statements s and s are de ned in the syntax of the extended intermediate language, whi h augments the intermediate language with a form of free variables alled pattern
variables. Ea h produ tion in the grammar of the original
intermediate language is extended with a ase for a pattern
variable. A few examples are shown below:
Exprs e ::=
E
Vars
x ::=
X Y Z :::
Consts
::=
C
Statements in the extended intermediate language are
instantiated by substituting for ea h pattern variable
a program fragment of the appropriate kind from the
intermediate-language program being optimized. For example, the statement X := E in the extended intermediate language ontains two pattern variables X and E , and
this statement an be instantiated to form an intermediatelanguage statement assigning any expression o urring in
the intermediate program to any variable o urring in the
intermediate program.
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3.2.2 Syntax and Semantics of

1

and

2

j

^
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The syntax for , and also for label de nitions, is des ribed by the following grammar:
::= true false
l(t; : : : ; t) t = t
j

ase t of

j :

j

j

_

j

t Z)



t Z)

else Z)

end ase

In the above grammar, l ranges over label names and t
ranges over terms, whi h are elements drawn from the extended intermediate language as well as the distinguished
term urrStmt. The grammar onsists of propositional logi
augmented with label predi ates, term equality, and the ase
predi ate.
The semanti s of a formula is de ned with respe t to
a labeled CFG. Ea h node n in the CFG for pro edure p is
labeled with a nite set Lp (), where  is n's index. Lp ()
in ludes labels l(t1 ; : : : ; tn ) where the terms do not ontain
pattern variables. For example, a node ould be labeled with
stmt (x := 3) and mayDef (x).
The meaning of a formula at a node depends on a substitution  mapping the pattern variables in to fragments of
p. We extend substitutions to formulas and program fragments ontaining pattern variables in the usual way. We

write  =p to indi ate that the node with index  satises in the labeled CFG of p under substitution . The
de nition pof  =p is straightforward, with the base ase
being  = l(t1 ; : : : ; tn ) p (l(t1 ; : : : ; tn )) Lp (). The
omplete de nition of = is in our te hni al report [13℄.
()

2

3.2.3 Semantics of Optimizations

We de ne the semanti s of optimizations and analyses in
several pie es. First, the meaning of a forward guard 1 followed by 2 is a fun tion that takes a pro edure and returns
a set of mat hing indi es with their orresponding substitutions:
(p) = (; )

JOguard K

f

Oguard

)

of

j

(1 k j k =p 1 i:(k < i j i =p 2 ))
The above de nition formalizes the des ription of forward
guards from Se tion 2. The meaning of a ba kward guard
1 pre eded by
2 is identi al, ex ept that the guard is
evaluated on CFG paths ; j ; : : : ; 1 that start, rather than
end, at , where 1 is the index of the pro edure's exit node.
Guards an be seen as a restri ted form of temporal logi
formula, expressible in variants of both Linear Temporal
Logi (LTL) [7℄ and Computation Tree Logi (CTL) [5℄.
Next we de ne the semanti s of transformation patterns. A forward (ba kward) transformation pattern Opat =
Oguard until (sin e ) s
s with witness simply lters
the set of nodes mat hing its guard to in lude only those
nodes of the form s:
p
JOpat K(p) = (;  ) (;  )
JOguard K(p) and  = stmt (s)
The meaning of an optimization is a fun tion that takes a
pro edure p and returns the pro edure produ ed by applying
to p all transformations sele ted by the hoose fun tion.
k:
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De nition 2. Given an optimization O of the form Opat
ltered through hoose, where Opat has rewrite rule
s ) s , the meaning of O is as follows:
JO K(p) = let  := JOpat K(p) in
app (s ; p; hoose (; p) \ )
where app(s ; p;  ) returns the pro edure identi al to p but
with the node with index  transformed to (s ), for ea h
(; ) in  .4
Finally, the meaning of a pure analysis Oguard denes label with witness P applied to a pro edure p is a new
0

0

0

0

0

0

version of p's CFG where for ea h pair (; ) in JOguard K(p),
the node with index  is additionally labeled with (label ).

4.

PROVING SOUNDNESS AUTOMATICALLY

In this se tion we des ribe our te hnique for automati ally
proving soundness of Cobalt optimizations. The full details,
in luding the proofs of the theorems, are in our te hni al
report [13℄.
We say that an intermediate-language program  is a
semanti ally equivalent transformation of  if, whenever
main(v1 ) returns v2 in  , for some values v1 and v2 , then it
0

4 If there are multiple pairs in  with the same index , then one of
them is hosen nondeterministi ally.
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0
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for all paths 1 ; : : : ; j ;  in p's CFG
su h that 1 is the index of p's entry node
9
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De nition 1. The meaning of a forward guard
the form 1 followed by 2 is as follows:
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also does in  . Let [p p ℄ denote the program identi al
to  but with pro edure p repla ed by p . An optimization
O is sound if for all intermediate-language programs  and
pro edures p in , [p JOK(p)℄ is a semanti ally equivalent
transformation of .
To prove a Cobalt optimization sound, we prove the
soundness of its asso iated transformation pattern. We
say that a transformation pattern Opat with rewrite rule
s
s is sound if, for all intermediate-language programs
 and pro edures p in  , for all subsets 
JOpat K(p),
 [p
app (s ; p; )℄ is a semanti ally equivalent transformation of . If a transformation pattern is sound, then any
optimization O with that transformation pattern is sound,
sin e the optimization will sele t some subset of the transformation pattern's suggested transformations, and ea h subset
is known to result in a semanti ally equivalent transformation of . Therefore, we need not reason at all about an
optimization's pro tability heuristi in order to prove that
the optimization is sound.
First we dis uss a property of Cobalt that simpli es the
obligations ne essary for proving a transformation pattern
sound. Then we des ribe these obligations for forward and
ba kward optimizations, respe tively.
0

j

0

4.1 Noninterference

As des ribed above, for a transformation pattern to be
sound, it must be possible to apply any subset of the
suggested transformations without hanging a pro edure's
semanti s. Therefore, to prove a transformation pattern
sound, we must argue that its suggested transformations
annot interfere with one another. Interferen e o urs when
multiple transformations that are semanti s-preserving in
isolation ause a pro edure's semanti s to hange when performed together.
In general it is possible for an optimization to interfere
with itself. For example, onsider an optimization that performs both dead assignment elimination and redundant assignment elimination. On the following program fragment


S1:
S2:

x := 5;
x := 5;



our hypotheti al optimization will suggest both S1 and S2
for removal: S1 is dead and S2 is redundant. Performing either removal is orre t, but performing both removals
hanges the program's semanti s.
Fortunately, it is possible to show that a Cobalt transformation pattern annot interfere with itself: if ea h transformation from a set of suggested transformations is orre t in
isolation, then performing any subset of the transformations
is orre t. The optimization above annot be dire tly written in Cobalt. Instead, it must be written as 5two separate
optimizations, one forward and one ba kward.
Be ause of Cobalt's noninterferen e property, the
optimization-spe i obligations to be dis harged as part of
our proof strategy need only pertain to a single transformation. The theorems des ribed below validate the suÆ ien y
of these obligations for proving Cobalt optimizations sound.

5 The example illustrates a potential unsoundness from ombining forward and ba kward transformation patterns. This is the reason that
we urrently disallow employing a forward pure analysis in a ba kward
transformation. We an, however, prove that a forward transformation pattern annot interfere with any forward pure analysis.

4.2 Forward Transformation Patterns

Consider a forward transformation pattern of the following form:
1

followed by

2

until

s

)

s0

with witness

P

As dis ussed in se tion 2, our proof strategy entails showing
that the forward witness holds throughout the witnessing region and that the witness implies s and s have the
same semanti s. This an naturally be shown by indu tion
over the states in the witnessing region of an exe ution tra e
leading to a transformed statement. In general, it is diÆ ult
for an automati theorem prover to determine when proof
by indu tion is ne essary and to perform su h a proof with
a strong enough indu tive hypothesis. Therefore we instead
require an automati theorem prover to dis harge only nonindu tive obligations, whi h pertain to individual exe ution
states rather than entire exe ution tra es. We have proven
that if these obligations hold for any parti ular optimization,
then that optimization is sound.
We use index as an a essor on states:
index ((; ; ; ; )) = .
The optimization-spe i
obligations, to be dis harged by an automati theorem
prover, are as follows, where ( ) is the predi ate formed
by applying  to ea h pattern variable in the de nition of
:
F1. If  ,   and index ( ) =p 1 , then ( )( ).
F2. If ( )( ) and  ,   and index ( ) =p 2 , then
( )( ).
F3. If ( )( ) and  ,   and  = index ( ) and
stmtAt (; ) = (s) and stmtAt ( ; ) = (s ), then
P
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Condition F1 ensures that the witness holds at any state
following the exe ution of an enabling statement (one satisfying 1 ). Condition F2 ensures that the witness is preserved by any inno uous statement (one satisfying 2 ). Finally, ondition F3 ensures that s and s have the same semanti s when exe uted from a state satisfying the witness.
As an example, onsider ondition F1 for the onstant
propagation optimization from example 1.p The ondition
looks as follows: If  ,   and index () = stmt (Y := C ),
then ( (Y ) = C ). The ondition is easily proven automati ally from the semanti s of assignments and the stmt
label.
The following theorem validates the optimization-spe i
proof obligations.
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Theorem 1. If O is a forward optimization satisfying onditions F1, F2, and F3, then O is sound.

The proof of this theorem uses onditions F1 and F2 as
part of the base ase and the indu tive ase, respe tively, in
an indu tive argument that the witness holds throughout a
witnessing region. Condition F3 is then used to show that
s and s have the same semanti s in this ontext.
A pure analysis 1 followed by 2 de nes label with
witness is proven sound similarly. We require onditions
F1 and F2 to be satis ed; F3 has no analogue. These onditions allow us to show that label indeed has the semanti s
of the witness .
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4.3 Backward Transformation Patterns

Consider a ba kward transformation pattern of the following form:
1

pre eded by

2

sin e

s

)

s0

with witness

P

The optimization-spe i obligations are similar to those for
a forward transformation pattern, ex ept that the ordering
of events in the witnessing region is reversed:
B1. If  ,  old and  ,  new and  = index ( ) and
stmtAt (; ) = (s) and stmtAt ( ; ) = (s ), then
( )(old ; new ).
B2. If ( )(old ; new ) and old ,  old and old =
index (old ) and new = index (new ) and old = 2
and stmtAt (; old ) = stmtAt ( ; new ), then there
exists some new su h that new ,  new and
( )(old ; new ).
B3. If ( )(old ; new ) and old ,   and old =
index (old ) and new = index (new ) and old = 1
and stmtAt (; old ) = stmtAt ( ; new ), then new , 
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Condition B1 ensures that the ba kward witness holds between the original and transformed
programs, after s and s
are respe tively exe uted.6 Condition B2 ensures that the
ba kward witness is preserved through the inno uous statements. Condition B3 ensures that the two tra es be ome
identi al again after exe uting the enabling statement (and
exiting the witnessing region).
Analogous to the forward ase, the following theorem validates the optimization-spe i proof obligations for ba kward optimizations.
0

Theorem 2. If O is a ba kward optimization satisfying
onditions B1, B2, and B3, then O is sound.
5. IMPLEMENTING COBALT

We have implemented a tool that automati ally he ks
the orre tness of Cobalt optimizations as well as an exeution engine for running them. Se tion 5.1 des ribes our
orre tness he ker, and se tion 5.2 des ribes our exe ution
engine.

5.1 Correctness Checker

We have implemented our strategy for automati ally proving Cobalt optimizations sound with the Simplify automati theorem prover. For ea h optimization, we ask Simplify to prove the three asso iated optimization-spe i
obligations given a set of ba kground axioms. There are
two kinds of ba kground axioms: optimization-independent
ones and optimization-dependent ones. The optimizationindependent axioms simply en ode the semanti s of our intermediate language and they need not be modi ed in order to prove new optimizations sound. The optimizationdependent axioms en ode the semanti s of user-de ned labels and are generated automati ally from the Cobalt label

6 This ondition assumes that s does not get \stu k" by ausing a
run-time error. That assumption must a tually be proven, but for
simpli ity we elide this issue here. It is addressed by requiring a few
additional obligations to be dis harged that imply that s annot get
stu k if the original program does not get stu k. Details are in our
te hni al report [13℄.
0

0

de nitions. Our orre tness he ker translates label de nitions into Simplify axioms by expanding ase expressions
into ordinary boolean expressions and performing a few simple transformations to produ e axioms in a form a epted
by Simplify.
To en ode the Cobalt intermediate language in Simplify,
we introdu e fun tion symbols that represent term onstru tors for ea h kind of expression and statement. For example,
the term assgn (var (x ); deref (var (y )) represents the statement x := y . Next we formalize the representation of program states. Simplify has built-in axioms about a map data
stru ture, with asso iated fun tions sele t and update to a ess elements and (fun tionally) update the map. This is
useful for representing many omponents of a state. For example, an environment is a map from variables to lo ations,
and a store is a map from lo ations to values.
Given our representation for states, we de ne axioms for
a fun tion symbol evalExpr, whi h evaluates an expression
in a given state. The evalExpr fun tion represents the fun tion ( ) used in se tion 2. We also de ne axioms for a
fun tion evalLExpr whi h omputes the lo ation of a lhs expression given a program state. Then we provide axioms for
the stepIndex, stepEnv, stepStore, stepSta k, and stepMem
fun tions, whi h together de ne the state transition fun tion  from se tion 3.1. These fun tions take a state and
a program and return the new value of the state omponent
being \stepped." As an example, the axioms for stepping
an index and a store through an assignment lhs := e are as
follows:




!

; ; lhs ; e:
stmtAt ; index 
stepIndex ; 

)

; ; lhs ; e:
stmtAt ; index 
stepStore ; 

)

8

8

(

( )) = assgn (lhs ; e)
( ) = index () + 1

(

5.2 Execution Engine

followed by 2 until s ) s
with witness P ltered through hoose
0

1

The ow fun tion for our analysis works as follows. First,
if the statement being pro essed satis es 1 , then the ow
fun tion adds to the outgoing data ow fa t the substitution
that aused 1 to be true. Also, for ea h substitution 
in the in oming data ow fa t, the ow fun tion he ks if
( 2 ) is true at the urrent statement. If it is, then  is
propagated to the outgoing data ow fa t, and otherwise it
is dropped. Finally, merge nodes simply take the interse tion of the in oming data ow fa ts. After the analysis has
rea hed a xed point, if a statement has a substitution  in
its in oming data ow fa t that makes (stmt (s)) true and
the hoose fun tion sele ts this statement, then the statement is transformed to (s ).
For example, in onstant propagation we have 1 =
stmt (Y := C ) and 2 = mayDef (Y ). Below we show the
data ow fa ts propagated after a few example statements:
S1 : a := 2; [Y
a; C
2℄
S2 : b := 3; [Y
a; C
2℄; [Y
b; C
3℄
S3 : := a;
S1 satis es 1 , so its outgoing data ow fa t ontains the substitution [Y a; C 2℄. S2 satis es 2 under this substitution, so the substitution is propagated; S2 also satis es 1
so [Y b; C 3℄ is added to the outgoing data ow fa t. In
fa t, the data ow information after S2 is very similar to the
regular onstant propagation data ow fa t a 2; b 3 .
At xed point, the statement := a an be transformed to
:= 2 be ause the in oming data ow fa t ontains the map
[Y a; C 2℄. Note that this implementation evaluates
all \instan es" of the onstant propagation transformation
pattern simultaneously.
Our analysis is implemented using our earlier framework
for omposable optimizations in Whirlwind [12℄. This framework allows optimizations to be de ned modularly and then
automati ally ombines all-forward or all-ba kward optimizations in order to gain mutually bene ial intera tions.
Analyses and optimizations written in Cobalt are therefore also omposable in this way. Furthermore, Whirlwind's
framework automati ally omposes an optimization with itself, allowing a re ursively de ned optimization to be solved
in an optimisti , iterative manner; this property is likewise
onferred on Cobalt optimizations. For example, a re ursive
version of dead-assignment elimination allows X := E to be
removed even if X is used before being rede ned, as long as
it is only
used by other dead assignments (possibly in luding
itself).7
0
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( )) = assgn (lhs ; e)
( ) = update (store ();evalLExpr (; lhs );
evalExpr (; e))
The rst axiom says that the new index is the urrent index
in remented by one. The se ond axiom says that the new
store is the same as the old one, but with the lo ation of lhs
updated to the value of e.
Finally, the ,  fun tion is de ned in terms of the 
fun tion. In the ontext of intrapro edural analysis, we do
not have a ess to the bodies of alled pro edures. Therefore, we onservatively model the semanti s of stepping over
a pro edure all by a set of axioms that hold for any all.
The primary axiom says that the store after a all preserves
the values of lo al variables in the aller whose lo ations are
not pointed to before the all. This axiom en odes the fa t
that lo als not rea hable from the store annot be modi ed
by a all.
We have implemented and automati ally proven sound a
dozen Cobalt optimizations and analyses (whi h are given
in our te hni al report [13℄). On a modern workstation,
the time taken by Simplify to dis harge the optimizationspe i obligations for these optimizations ranges from 3 to
104 se onds, with an average of 28 se onds.
!

This analysis stores at ea h program point a set of substitutions, with ea h substitution representing a potential
witnessing region. Consider a forward optimization:

!

To run Cobalt optimizations without rst rewriting them
in some other language, we have implemented an exe ution
engine for Cobalt as an analysis in the Whirlwind ompiler,
a su essor to Vortex [4℄.
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6. DISCUSSION

In this se tion, we evaluate our system along three dimensions: expressiveness of Cobalt, debugging value, and
redu ed trusted omputing base.
Expressiveness. One of the key hoi es in our approa h
is to restri t the language in whi h optimizations an be
7 Although Cobalt optimizations an be omposed, we have not yet
proved that the ow fun tion of our Cobalt engine satis es the properties required in [12℄ for the omposition to be sound. We plan to
investigate this in future work.

written, in order to gain automati reasoning about soundness. However, Cobalt's restri tions are not as onerous as
they may rst appear. First, mu h of the omplexity of an
optimization an be fa tored into the pro tability heuristi ,
whi h is unrestri ted. Se ond, the pattern of a witnessing
region | beginning with a single enabling statement and
passing through zero or more inno uous statements before
rea hing the statement to be transformed | is ommon to
many forward intrapro edural data ow analyses, and similarly for ba kward intrapro edural data ow analyses. Third,
optimizations that traditionally are expressed as having effe ts at multiple points in the program, su h as various sorts
of ode motion, an in fa t be de omposed into several simpler transformations, ea h of whi h ts Cobalt's transformation pattern syntax.
The PRE example in se tion 2.3 illustrates all three of
these points. PRE is a omplex ode-motion optimization [15, 10℄, and yet it an be expressed in Cobalt using
simple forward and ba kward passes with appropriate profitability heuristi s. Our way of fa toring ompli ated optimizations into smaller pie es, and separating the part that
a e ts soundness from the part that doesn't, allows users
to write optimizations that are intri ate and expressive yet
still amenable to automated orre tness reasoning.
Even so, the urrent version of Cobalt does have limitations. For example, it annot express interpro edural optimizations or one-to-many transformations. As mentioned
in se tion 7, our future work will address these limitations.
Also, optimizations and analyses that build omplex data
stru tures to represent their data ow fa ts may be diÆ ult
to express. Finally, it is possible for limitations in either our
proof strategy or in the automati theorem prover to ause
a sound optimization expressible in Cobalt to be reje ted.
In all these ases, optimizations an be written outside of
our framework, perhaps veri ed using translation validation. Optimizations written in Cobalt and proven orre t
an pea efully o-exist with optimizations written \the normal way."
Debugging bene t. Writing orre t optimizations is
diÆ ult be ause there are many orner ases to onsider,
and it is easy to miss one. Our system in fa t found several subtle problems in previous versions of our optimizations. For example, we have implemented a form of ommon subexpression elimination (CSE) that eliminates not
only redundant arithmeti expressions, but also redundant
loads. In parti ular, this optimization tries to eliminate a
omputation of X if the result is already available from a
previous load. Our initial version of the optimization preluded pointer stores from the witnessing region, to ensure
that the value of X was not modi ed. However, a failed
soundness proof made us realize that even a dire t assignment Y := : : : an hange the value of X , be ause X ould
point to Y . On e we in orporated pointer information to
make sure that dire t assignments in the witnessing region
were not hanging the value of X , our implementation was
able to automati ally prove the optimization sound. Without the stati he ks to nd the bug, it ould have gone
undete ted for a long time, be ause that parti ular orner
ase may not o ur in many programs.
Redu ed trusted omputing base. The trusted omputing base (TCB) ordinarily in ludes the entire ompiler.
In our system we have moved the ompiler's optimization
phase, one of the most intri ate and error-prone portions,








outside of the TCB. Instead, we have shifted the trust in
this phase to three omponents: the orre tness he ker, inluding the automati theorem prover, the manual proofs
done as part of our framework, and the engine that exeutes optimizations. Be ause all of these omponents are
optimization-independent, new optimizations an be in orporated into the ompiler without enlarging the TCB. Furthermore, as dis ussed in se tion 5, the exe ution engine is
implemented as a single data ow analysis ommon to all
user-de ned optimizations. This means that the trustworthiness of the exe ution engine is akin to the trustworthiness
of a single optimization pass in a traditional ompiler.
Trust an be further enhan ed in several ways. First,
we ould use an automati theorem prover that generates
proofs, su h as the prover in the Tou hstone ompiler [22℄.
This would allow trust to be shifted from the theorem prover
to a simpler proof he ker. The manual proofs of our framework are made publi for peer review in [13℄ to in rease
on den e. We ould also use an intera tive theorem prover
su h as PVS [25℄ to validate these proofs.
7. FUTURE WORK

There are many dire tions for future work. We plan to extend Cobalt to handle interpro edural optimizations. One
approa h would extend the s ope of analysis from a single
pro edure to the whole program's ontrol- ow supergraph.
A te hni al hallenge for this approa h is the need to express
the witness in a way that is robust a ross pro edure alls.
For example, the predi ate (Y ) = C does not make sense
on e a all is stepped into, be ause Y has gone out of s ope.
We intend to extend the syntax for the witness to be more
pre ise about whi h lo ation is being talked about. A different approa h to interpro edural analysis would use pure
analyses to de ne summaries of pro edures, whi h ould be
used in intrapro edural optimizations of allers.
Currently Cobalt only supports transformations that repla e a single statement with a single statement. It should
be relatively straightforward to generalize the framework to
handle one-to-many statement transformations, allowing optimizations like inlining to be expressed. Supporting manyto-many statement transformations, in luding various kinds
of loop restru turing optimizations, would also be interesting.
We plan to try inferring the witnesses, whi h are urrently
provided by the user. It may be possible to use some simple
heuristi s to guess a witness from the given transformation
pattern. As a simple example, in the onstant propagation
example of se tion 2, the appropriate witness, that Y has
the value C , is simply the strongest post ondition of the
enabling statement Y := C . Many of the other forward
optimizations that we have written also have this property.
Our urrent notion of a semanti ally equivalent transformation reasons only about omputations in the original program that terminate without an error. It would be straightforward to reason about omputations that end in a run-time
error by extending the  fun tion to step to an expli it error state in these situations. We would also like to extend
the notion of semanti equivalen e to allow reasoning about
nonterminating omputations.
We plan to explore more eÆ ient implementation te hniques for the Cobalt exe ution engine, su h as generating
spe ialized ode to run ea h optimization [32℄. Another dire tion for improving eÆ ien y would be to allow analyses
P
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to be de ned over a sparse representation su h as a data ow
graph.
Finally, an important onsideration that we have not addressed is the interfa e between the optimization writer and
our automati orre tness he ker. It will be riti al to provide useful error messages when an optimization annot be
proven sound. When Simplify annot prove a given proposition, it returns a ounterexample ontext, whi h is a state
of the world that violates the proposition. An interesting
approa h would be to use this ounterexample ontext to
synthesize a small intermediate-language program that illustrates a potential unsoundness of the given optimization.
8.

RELATED WORK

Temporal logi has previously been used to express
data ow analyses and reason about them by hand [32, 33,
29, 30, 11℄. Our language is inspired by re ent work in this
dire tion by La ey et al. [11℄. La ey des ribes a language
for writing optimizations as guarded rewrite rules evaluated
over a labeled CFG, and our transformation patterns are
modeled on this language. La ey's intermediate language
la ks several onstru ts found in realisti languages, in luding pointers, dynami memory allo ation, and pro edures.
La ey des ribes a general strategy, based on relating exeution tra es of the original and transformed programs, for
manually proving the soundness of optimizations in his language. Three example optimizations are shown and proven
sound by hand using this strategy. Unfortunately, the generality of this strategy makes it diÆ ult to automate.
La ey's guards may be arbitrary CTL formulas, while our
guard language an be viewed as a stri t subset of CTL that
odi es a parti ularly ommon idiom. However, we are still
able to express more pre ise versions of La ey's three example optimizations (as well as many others) and to prove
them sound automati ally. Further, La ey's optimization
language has no notion of labels de ned by pure analyses nor
of pro tability heuristi s. Therefore, expressing optimizations that employ pointer information (assuming La ey's
language were augmented with pointers) or optimizations
like PRE would instead require writing more ompli ated
guards, and some optimizations we support may not be expressible by La ey.
As mentioned in the introdu tion, mu h other work has
been done on manually proving optimizations orre t [14,
16, 1, 2, 8, 24, 3℄. Transformations have also been proven
orre t me hani ally, but not automati ally: the transformation is proven sound using an intera tive theorem prover,
whi h requires user involvement. For example, Young [35℄
has proven a ode generator orre t using the Boyer-Moore
theorem prover enhan ed with an intera tive interfa e [9℄.
Instead of proving that the ompiler is always orre t,
translation validation [26, 20℄ and redible ompilation [28,
27℄ both atta k the problem of he king the orre tness of
a given ompilation run. Therefore, a bug in an optimization only appears when the ompiler is run on a program
that triggers the bug. Our work allows optimizations to be
proven orre t before the ompiler is even run on e. However, to do so we require optimizations to be written in a
spe ial-purpose language. Our approa h also requires the
Cobalt exe ution engine to be part of the TCB, while translation validation and redible ompilation do not require
trust in any part of the ompiler.
Proof- arrying ode [19℄, erti ed ompilation [21℄, typed

intermediate languages [34℄, and typed assembly languages [17, 18℄ have all been used to prove properties of
programs generated by a ompiler. However, the kinds of
properties that these approa hes have typi ally guaranteed
are type safety and memory safety. In our work, we prove
the stronger property of semanti equivalen e between the
original and resulting programs.
9. CONCLUSION

We have presented an approa h for automati ally proving
the orre tness of ompiler optimizations. Our te hnique
provides the optimization writer with a domain-spe i language, alled Cobalt, for writing optimizations. Cobalt is
both reasonably expressive and amenable to automated orre tness reasoning. Using our te hnique we have proven orre t implementations of several optimizations over a realisti
intermediate language. We believe our approa h is a promising step toward the goal of reliable and user-extensible ompilers.
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